Abstract-Data processing applications for sensor streams have to deal with multiple continuous data streams with inputs arriving at highly variable and unpredictable rates from various sources. These applications perform various operations (e.g. filter, aggregate, join etc) on incoming data streams in real-time according to predefined queries or rules. Since the data rate and data distribution fluctuate over time, an appropriate join tree for processing join queries must be adaptively maintained in response to dynamic changes to prevent rapid degradation of the system performance. In this paper, we address the problem of finding an optimal join tree that maximizes throughput for sliding window based multi-join queries over continuous data streams and prove its NP-Hardness. We present a dynamic programming algorithm, OptDP, which produces the optimal tree but runs in an exponential time in the number of input streams. We then present a polynomial time greedy algorithm, XGreedyJoin. We tested these algorithms in ARES, an adaptively re-optimizing engine for stream queries, which we developed by extending Jess 1 .
Abstract-Data processing applications for sensor streams have to deal with multiple continuous data streams with inputs arriving at highly variable and unpredictable rates from various sources. These applications perform various operations (e.g. filter, aggregate, join etc) on incoming data streams in real-time according to predefined queries or rules. Since the data rate and data distribution fluctuate over time, an appropriate join tree for processing join queries must be adaptively maintained in response to dynamic changes to prevent rapid degradation of the system performance. In this paper, we address the problem of finding an optimal join tree that maximizes throughput for sliding window based multi-join queries over continuous data streams and prove its NP-Hardness. We present a dynamic programming algorithm, OptDP, which produces the optimal tree but runs in an exponential time in the number of input streams. We then present a polynomial time greedy algorithm, XGreedyJoin. We tested these algorithms in ARES, an adaptively re-optimizing engine for stream queries, which we developed by extending Jess 1 .
For almost all instances, trees from XGreedyJoin perform 1 Jess is a popular RETE-based, forward chaining rule engine written in java close to the optimal trees from OptDP, and significantly better than common heuristics-based XJoin algorithms. As an alternative to DBMSs, data stream management systems (DSMS) [2] , [18] have been proposed that evaluate continuous queries on sliding windows of unbounded sensor streams in a centralized manner. In a distributed approach, sensors are considered intelligent entities and form a distributed database. A query is injected into the network and the appropriate sensors respond [16] .
However, the sensors themselves can only handle simple queries. In an alternative approach, the sensor data can go through a hierarchy of server nodes, as shown in Figure 1 , which gradually increase in bandwidth and computing power [20] . In such a setup, the less expensive operations such as aggregation and filters are placed in server nodes that are closer to the sensors in the hierarchy or sometimes in the sensors themselves. On the other hand, the more expensive operators, e.g. joins, are placed in the nodes closer to the root or in the root. Suppose a query that requires fifteen sensor streams (15-way join) to be joined together, is posed at the root. If the root has five child nodes then the query can be distributed in a way so that each child joins three sensor streams and forwards its result to the root. Finally, the root joins the five incoming streams from its five children and produces the final result. 1) 1 will be appended to R 1 's window.
2) 1 will be compared against all the tuples in R 2 's window. All joined tuples of the form will be propagated as part of the result.
3) 3 will be removed from R 1 's window to maintain the window size. As a result of this, the matching tuple 3, 3, 6 will be removed from the intermediate join node R 1 R 2 . If a tuple arrives at R 3 the process remains the same except that it will only be compared with the tuples in
The overall processing time for a query is significantly affected by the choice of join tree. In our example, if stream R 1 has the highest arrival rate, then a join tree with the order (R 2 R 3 ) R 1 maybe preferred over the one shown in Figure 2 (a) since the tuples arriving at R 1 would only be matching with the tuples in R 2 R 3 .
On the other hand in the join tree above every tuple in R 1 first has to match with those in R 2 . The matching tuples then have to be matched with the tuples in R 3 , resulting in a much higher cost. However, if the intermediate result size and output rate of R 2 R 3 is very large compared to that of R 1 R 2 then the tree in Figure 2 (a) may still be the better choice.
In order to see how join queries could be useful in processing sensor data, let us look at another example. As a result the data arrival rates from different sensors may vary substantially.
A continuous query is posed in the root processor to report the average temperature (or humidity) from a set of sensors at every possible moment. Another similar query could report an anomaly when two sensor readings at the same time differ by more than some predefined threshold. The set of sensors could all be located in a specific area or could be the set of all sensors. If the sensors were producing data in a synchronized manner, then we could just get the last reading from each sensor and find the average or the maximum difference. Since that is not the case, one way to solve the problem would be to use sliding windows for each sensor stream to hold the recent samples and perform join operation on these windows using the timestamp as the join attribute. This would produce joined tuples containing readings from each sensor taken at the same time. Then from these joined tuples, the average or the maximum difference can be measured.
In this paper, we focus on multi-way join queries on count-based sliding windows of sensor streams. In a centralized system, our algorithms could be used in the root server to produce an optimized join tree. Similarly in a distributed system they could be used at the server nodes that perform the joins, i.e., root node or nodes close to the root .
B. Previous work
A good survey of issues with data management under streaming environment is provided in [2] . A number of different systems have been developed that use novel techniques in dealing with different aspects and issues of continuous query processing: Aurora [7] provides the user with a visual interface to design query plans,
TelegraphCQ [8] , [18] considers the adaptive aspect of continuous query processing, NiagaraCQ [9] addresses scalability issues in processing multiple queries, Cougar [5] explores the use of Object-Relational abstractions for querying sensor-based systems, STREAM focuses on issues such as operator scheduling [1] , caching [4] , filter ordering [3] , adaptive plan generation, and maintaining statistics [10] , ARES [15] gives cost-based online algorithms for multi-join queries. A rate-based query optimization model was proposed for continuous queries in [22] . Kang et al. proposes asymmetric joins to enhance performance and window size manipulation to cope with memory constraints in [17] . Relevant work on join ordering algorithms include XJoin [21] , and M Join [23] . XJoin is similar to the RET E match algorithm [13] Similarly, when a tuple q expires at l or r, all the tuples stored in s that were created from q have to be deleted constituting the deletion cost dc(s). We use j(s) to denote the join ratio(probability) at node s. Given the above notations, we calculate ic(s), w(s), dc(s), and out(s) as follows:
For nested loop joins f r (w(r)) is just w(r). In case of hash joins f r (w(r)) = w(r) b(r) as mentioned above. For B + trees, f would be some form of log function. In any case, f is known and can be used to compute ic(s). For example if l is hash-indexed and r is not indexed at all
In our cost functions we ignore the actual costs of accessing, inserting and deleting a tuple, since they should be negligible compared to matching costs.
be the set of join nodes for a join tree T , and let ic(s T i ) and dc(s T i ) respectively be the insertion and deletion costs of a particular join node s T i . Our goal is to minimize the estimated total cost incurred by a given join tree T during a unit-time period, which is defined as
Optimal Stream Join Tree (OptSJT) Problem:
Given a set of streams 
III. NP-HARDNESS RESULT
Throughout this section, the following assumptions are made. We use the window size of a node to denote the node itself, e.g. the root node of the join tree in Figure 3 has window size 2 b and will be called as such. Each input stream has a single common attribute, and for any join node s, j(s) = 1 (i.e., cross product) and t(s) = 1. This implies that ic(s) = out(s) for any join node s including the root. Hence, the output rate of the query is equal to the insertion cost of the root. The deletion cost of the root is however zero. But, when computing the total cost of a subtree (as will be discussed later), we need to consider the cost incurred by the root of the subtree. So, we use two notations to denote the total cost of a join tree:
QCost(T ) denoting the cost of T excluding the root and SCost(T ) denoting the cost of T including the root.
(ii) arrival rates are all set to be 1, and (iii) for any join node s, join ratio j(s) = 1 and t(s) = 1, the optimal join structure with minimal SCost is (
.
Using the join tree shown in Figure 3 , the insertion and deletion costs for the first join node are given by ic(2 a 1 +a 2 ) = 2 a 1 + 2 a 2 , and dc(2 a 1 +a 2 ) = 2 a 1 +a 2 +1 . The costs for the second join 
A. Transformation from 3Partition to OptSJT
To prove the NP-hardness of the OptSJT problem, we will give a polynomial time transformation from the 3PARTITION problem to the OptSJT problem. 
Note that the above constraints on the item sizes imply that every such S i must contain exactly three elements from A. 
We then construct a join tree T * as follows, assuming k ≥ 1.
We recursively define a subtree Figure 5 . The following two lemmas will be used to complete the proof of the theorem. Proof: We will prove the lemma using induction on i. For i = 1, the tree T 1 shown in Figure 5 is clearly an optimal join tree due to Lemma 3.1. The insertion cost at node 2 a 1 +a 2 is maximum when and occurs when
3 ). Consequently, we get the following inequalities.
The SCost for the subtree rooted by node 2 (m+1)b
includes the insertion and deletion cost at all the nodes in the subtree. By adding the above inequalities we get the following.
As QCost for node 2 2(m+1)b is the sum of the SCosts of the roots 2 (m+1)b of its two children subtrees, we have
Now suppose the lemma holds for i = 2 k−1 . Then we can get the following inequality for the SCost of a join node at level k − 1 by adding up the QCost, ic and dc.
From Figure 4 , we derive the following for level k.
ic(2
By adding the SCost of the subtree rooted at node 
SCost(2
Finally,
Therefore, the induction holds, and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Note that the window size of the root node of any join tree for the RInstance is 2 2 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Case 2: In this case, by virtue of Lemma 3. Case 2.1:
Node 2 ma k−1 b of the right subtree becomes the only node on the right and directly connects to the root node. So,
This gives us the following:
In this case, T looks like T * . However subtrees rooted at the two nodes of size 2 h k−1 b in T may not conform to T * . So, assume they are different. We will then use induction on k to prove
trivial. So, assume that for any m = 2 i , for
Consider i = k. Note that T and T * both have the same insertion costs at the root node 2 a k b , since the output rate of the root node must be same at both trees. Consequently, the sum of the insertion costs,
As a result, the sum of dc's are also equal for each of nodes in the last two levels for the two trees. This makes the sum of all the costs of nodes in the last two levels to be equal in both trees. For T , the two subtrees rooted at nodes 2 h k−1 b both contain exactly This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3.1 proves the validity of our transformation from 3Partition to OptSJT, which establish the following NP-hardness result.
Theorem 3.2:
The OptSJT problem is NP-hard even if the join ratio at each join node is one (i.e., cross product) and all input streams have only one common attribute.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR GENERATING JOIN TREES UNDER STABLE STREAM CONDITIONS
The difficulty of finding optimal join trees has driven researchers towards limiting their searches to left deep linear join trees. Usually some low cost heuristic is used to come up with a linear XJoin tree. The most common ones are the three variants of XJoin, namely sorting the streams in ascending order of window sizes, in ascending order of arrival rates and in ascending order of expected join ratio. We will respectively call these three heuristics 
A. The OptDP Algorithm
Our optimal dynamic programming algorithm OptDP considers all possible join trees for a given set of streams under stable conditions. Notice for any set of n streams, the output rate and result size of the root node are same regardless of the join tree. Consequently once an optimal join tree for a subset p of n streams is known, it does not have to be recomputed. However, OptDP has to consider all possible subsets of a given set to find the optimal tree.
Let T S denote the optimal join tree for a set of streams S and let C(T S ) be its cost. Let A = {p|p ⊂ S & p = Φ}, i.e., A is the set of all non-empty proper subsets of S.
Let ic p,q and dc p,q denote the insertion and deletion costs associated to a join node that has the set p of streams in its left subtree and q in its right subtree. Then the following recurrence relation holds:
The execution time of OptDP is in the order of (3 n − 2 n+1 + 1)/2.
Proof: The number of binary partitions that has to be tried from a set of n elements is
From binomial theorem we know that,
Letting x = 2, and y = 1 we get the following
From Equation (9), by setting x = 1 and y = 1 we get
By combining Equations (8), (10) and (11) we get the following, 
B. The XGreedyJoin algorithm
Here we present our greedy algorithm,
XGreedyJoin, which runs in polynomial time
and is still able to balance all three factors, namely arrival rate, window size and join ratio, that determine the efficiency of a join tree in a streaming environment.
Let each stream R i be represented by a leaf node n i , each with its output rate, window size and attribute list, where the output rates are the measured output rates during runtime. Let cdts be the set of currently available nodes that can be joined. Initially it contains all the leaf nodes. At each step, it chooses the pair of nodes that would minimize the sum of insertion and deletion costs incurred at the resulting join node.
Remember that insertion and deletion costs take all the three factors into account. Figure 7 shows the pseudo code for XGreedyJoin. In the pseudo code, function join creates a new join node, updates its result size (window), output rate and attribute list, and connects it to its left and right children.
XGreedyJoin is an O(n 3 ) algorithm in the form that is given in Figure 7 . However, it is not necessary to recompute all the pairwise costs (the two inner loops) Our algorithms in the previous section assume stable conditions. However, in real stream environment, conditions vary and can be quite unpredictable. An optimal join tree may become drastically inefficient within a short period. Therefore, systems have to adapt continuously to the current conditions to maintain high throughput. Our system continuously monitors the streams and reevaluates stream arrival rates. It periodically calls the optimizing algorithm to adapt to the current stream conditions. Next we discuss how the join ratios are approximated, which is followed by a discussion on dynamic plan migration.
A. Estimating expected intermediate result size, join ratio and arrival rates
When estimating intermediate result size and join ratios, we make standard assumptions regarding containment and preservation of value sets and uniform distribution of attribute values. Although advanced histogram based techniques (e.g. equi-depth, v-optimal, max-diff etc.) can be used for improved accuracy, we take the simpler approach to reduce runtime overhead. In a dynamic environment, the maintenance of histograms can be quite costly. However, we wish to investigate the tradeoff between speed and accuracy in regard to join ratio estimation in future work.
Using the containment assumption, it is concluded that each group of distinct valued tuples belonging to the window with the smaller number of distinct values, joins with some group of tuples in the other window [6] , [14] . We measure the number of distinct values dv R i ,X in the current window of each stream R i for each attribute X ∈ R i . We also find the maximum value max R i ,X that represents the range for attribute X in the current window of stream R i . This is done only before calling our optimizing algorithm to reduce runtime overhead.
Assuming uniform distribution we adjust the window size and dv values of the window with the bigger range by multiplying it with the ratio of the smaller range to the bigger range. Using the containment assumption we calculate the join ratio jr and expected result size rs of the two streams R i and R j as follows: 
B. Migration of intermediate results during transition of join tree
When a new join tree is created, the new join nodes have to be populated with the appropriate intermediate results in order to maintain correctness. This process is known as the migration process [24] . A migration strategy must guarantee that exactly the same results would be generated by the system during and after the migration is done. A common strategy used for migration, first stops executing the joins in the old tree, and performs the joins on the current tuples in the windows according to the new join tree to populate its intermediate nodes. Although correct, this is a waste of both time and storage. A much better and advanced approach, the moving state strategy, was given in [24] , which is implemented in our system. Our objective is to try to reuse as much intermediate result from the old tree to avoid re-computation. We briefly go over this strategy below.
Reuse existing node: First we try to see if a node in the current tree is exactly the same as an existing node in the old tree. We say two join nodes are exactly same if they have the same left and right children. For example, in the two trees from Figure 8 (a) and (b), the nodes
R4
R5 are same. In these cases we can reuse the node from the old tree, and thus avoid the computation necessary to create a new node and to re-generate its results.
Reuse existing results:
If the previous case is not satisfied, we check if the current node is semantically same as any node in the old tree. Two join nodes are semantically same if they produce the same results despite having different structures. In Figure 8 (a) and it is set to 5 seconds.
Constructing and populating new join tree:
After the re-optimizing algorithm suggests the best structure for the current conditions, a new join tree has to be created according to the suggested tree. Populating the new tree during tree migration will cause additional overhead, which we try to minimize as discussed in Section V-B .
However if the suggested tree is only marginally better than the current one, we should not create a new tree. In our current implementation, we create a new tree only if the estimated cost of the suggested tree is more than 10% less than the estimated cost of the current tree at work under current conditions.
Our experiments show that the added overhead for these tasks is negligible compared to the performance gains.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our algorithms along with
XJoinAR, XJoinW and XJoinJR in the sliding window based stream query processor ARES [15] .
XJoinAR, XJoinW and XJoinJR were discussed in section IV.
A. Synthetic tests
We Table II . The window sizes were 2000 and dv counts were set to 1000 as before. We tried to cover the whole spectrum of scenarios from fast streams at the end to fast streams at the beginning of the order. Figure   13 shows the results for these tests. The performance improvements were really high for all of the tests except for the last one which uses six streams. Even though Figure 14 shows the results from these experiments. We noticed that XGreedyJoin performed significantly better than the XJoin variants and almost as well as OtpDP . On average, trees from
XGreedyJoin and OptDP can handle three times the load of the XJoin trees. Figure 15 shows the results for sample experiments with five streams. These testcases were constructed from the tests in Figure 14 by taking only the first five streams. In these results, the performance improvements decline due to the reduction in the number of streams.
Tests using sensor data: The scenario for our exper- To evaluate the various algorithms we ran join queries we would like to explore various histogram techniques in estimating result sizes, and join ratios, and see their effects on performance and runtime overhead. It also remains to be seen how our system would react when connected to a realistic sensor network, where energy consumption issues control data transmission rates and data quality.
